
LOGOS

Mission Statement

COLORS

Dark Blue
#0F5589

Dusty Blue
#508BC9

Pale Blue
#7CBBDF

Gold
#D8AE34

Gray
#E8E8E8

TYPOGRAPHY

Chivo - Bold

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Overpass - Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
0123456789

Library Branding

The Library is a department of East Hampton Town government. Our 
mission is to promote equal access to information and ideas, love of 

reading, and a wide range of community-based educational and 
cultural programs.



HEADER

Today’s Hours
Live hours display here and let a 
patron know today’s hours and if 

the library is currently open, 
closing soon or closed
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Branch Information
Easy access to our branch 

location which clicks through to 
directions and a click to call link

2 Smart Search
Using this search patrons can 

search results through our 
catalog or our website

3 Catalog/Account
Colorful and easy to access 

buttons that allow patrons to 
visit the catalog or their 
accounts with one click
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MEGA MENUS

Friendly Usability
Our mega menus can be toggled 
open and closed with just a click 

- this allows patrons to access 
our menus on all devices 

especially touch devices as well 
as avoid the frustrating “hover 

and pan” experience.

Organized Hierarchy
 & Navigation

Using sub menus under parent 
menu terms we’ve broken down 
our site navigation into easy to 
digest lists to make it easy for 

patrons to browse our pages 
without overwhelming them 

with an unorganized and long 
list of menu options.

FOOTER

Navigation
Footer navigation menus allow 

users who’ve scrolled to the 
bottom to click through to a 

curated list of pages

1 Social Media Links
Iconic menu options that 

patrons can click through to 
visit our social media accounts

2 Translate Options
This Google translate dropdown  

allows a patron to select  their 
preferred language

3 Town Seal
As homeage to our town we’ve 

included the East Hampton’s 
seal beneath our own logo
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HOME PAGE
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Featured Slider
An image slider to visually 

engage patrons about upcoming 
news and events
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Upcoming Events
An events listing with upcoming 

events ordered by their event date 
with quick access to the full calendar 
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Quicklinks
A curated icon-driven list of favorite 

and popular resources for patrons to 
easily click through to.
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Featured Resources
We’ve made it easy for patrons to find 

featured free e-resources and databases 
that they can use through the library. 
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Friends of the Library

A shout-out section to acknowledge our 
Friends and educate our patrons on their 

contribution and how to get involved.
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New Items
An interactive section to allow patrons 

to virtually browse new items in 
mutiple categories
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7Ask a Librarian
An easy to access form to allow 
patrons to submit questions to 

our librarians
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RESOURCES

Resources page
Patrons can use our resources page to 
browse e-resources and databases by 

subject OR alphabetically.

Anchor lists at the top of each page allow 
users to jump to the letter or subject of 

their choice to navigate to the resources 
they are interested in faster.



AUDIENCE-BASED PAGES

Kids Page
In an effort to keep patrons engaged we 

have “overview” pages for certain 
audiences. Pictured here is the Kid’s 

overview page where young patrons and 
their parents can browse information, 

events, and resources related to them.



RESPONSIVE DESIGN

Responsive Design
Our website is optimized for small and 
large screens, using responsive design 

and advanced media queries the website 
adapts to the size of the device being 

used to visit.

For mobile phones and smaller screen 
devices the elements stack into full width 
columns to adjust to the available screen 
width and keep readability, legibility, and 

usability consistent. 


